**Camera Cube Medium**

**Features**

- **know your Cube**
  - Pocket org pocket for grip handling
  - Weatherproof cube canvas
  - Dual-side doors for on-body side access
  - C-Clip connection points for PD bag compatibility

- **pro tips!**
  - Removable padding and tuck-away cover
  - Removable padding in the cover flap reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag)

- **Floating Pockets**
  - Provide stretch storage for filters, batteries, chargers

- **Specialized dividers** (included with all sizes except Extra Small)
  - Shelf FlexFold™ dividers allow for additional organization and carry options

- **Removable padding in the cover flap** reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag)

**Organisation**

- **FlexFold™ dividers**
  - Organize and protect your gear with our origami-inspired dividers

- **example load-outs**
  - **Medium**
    - Mirrorless medium format digital camera + 4 lenses + battery charger
  - **Xs**
    - Mirrorless camera + 2 lenses + SD card holder + microphone + extra batteries + accessories

**ECOSYSTEM**

- **Peak Design Anchors & Straps** (sold separately)
  - Floating Pockets provide stretchy storage for filters, batteries, chargers

**More details about the Camera Cube Medium**

- **ORGANIZATION**
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**Peak Design Bags + Cubes**

- Peak Design Camera Cubes are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design bags made for travel and adventure.
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